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A multidisciplinary and accessible introduction to humanityâ€™s favorite structure: the bridge.

Whether you are a student considering a career in civil engineering and transportation planning, a

public official interested in the future of infrastructure, or a person who simply cares about bridges,

this book offers an accessible and illustrated introduction to the most beloved feature of our built

environment. Learn about engineering basics: the forces that bridges must resist to stay aloft and

the principles by which engineers decide which types of bridges make sense at which sites. Find out

how engineers protect bridges from their greatest threatsâ€”the earthquakes, floods, and other

hazards that can cause catastrophic damage. Moving from engineering to planning, learn how we

decide whether a bridge is worth building in the first place, learn about controversial features of

cost-benefit analysis, and about the transportation models by which planners forecast bridge effects

on traffic patterns. Investigate a sometimes intractable problem: why a project often creeps along for

a decade or more to get from initial studies to the day the ribbon is cut, undergoing vast cost

escalations. Also explore the environmental impact of bridges, and the meaning of a â€œsustainable

bridge,â€• and whether bridges could once again be built, like ancient Roman ones, to last a

thousand years. â€œAuthoritative, comprehensive, and fun to read, this book is for everyone

interested in bridges, from the lay reader to the techie who likes to see how things work. It also will

serve as an excellent companion to beginning design students in architecture and engineering, and

it should be on the shelf of civil engineers, architects, and contractors, too.â€• â€” Robert E.

Paaswell, City College of New York â€œThis work will help educated but nonspecialist decision

makers to appreciate the complexity of bridge design, construction, and maintenance in making

decisions that impact bridges.â€• â€” Niraj Verma, Virginia Commonwealth University
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